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Overview

Objectives

Getting integrated in a new society can be a very long

The main objective of the project is to develop

process if the receiving country does not have a good

innovative strategies to involve the business

structure to meet the needs of the newly arrived.

community in the inclusion of migrants in local society.

Many immigrants, for different reasons, find it difficult

In particular, the specific objectives are:

to integrate in the labour market and/or in the
society and the current refugee situation makes that
challenge even bigger.
Sustainable structures in different integration actions
(as education and training) have to be set up in order
to identify and reduce the barriers for participation.
This can be possible through the structuring of
informal channels that can lead newly arrived people
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To create networks between migrants and
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To increase the recruitment base for local
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To increase knowledge and awareness about the

businesses;

companies;

dynamics of the local business environment and
labour market.

to learn more about the local labour market and the
local business environment.

www.dekolla.eu

The project involving 5 partners from 3 countries
(Sweden, Italy and Germany) is focused on providing
the informal educators new skills and competences
to develop more effective ways, engaging both the
migrants and the local business community.
An easier and more accessible learning process is
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supposed to lead to a faster inclusion in the local
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economic context.
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